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darks'Now is the "fee
-.

ling around in the phase of .

rpSychological curricula. We now the Am is full of stuff,,
. ,

but only the pieces, nearest the door and windows are clearly
,

outlined. We, grope.in the dark with our hands out.in hopes f

touching something and knowing. what it is. Our steps are. shoit

and slow,, but now and then someone gVs onto somethidg he
A

.

thinks is important and gives a yell. He may have stumbled.

into*a comfortable couch or stubbed his toe pn, grandfather's
. ..

,
.

rocking chair; but this guide Phdicates that some people's eyes

Are adjusting to the darks and are beginning to give directions

1
, .

to telp the rest of us as we seek to understand-the recent de-
4

. .
velopment of psychological curricula for learning about self

. .

in the classroom. '-..,

7

Ohs

.
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FOREWORD

cemi

This guide and the psychological curricula it

1es

.

describes are based on the beliefs that:

4

F

1. _Students who know and understand
,fhethselves are most able to work

Iw

and play in their world...

2. Teachers who know ane(Understaffd
Mo-st,about'themselVes AND who 6

have sharp intexper'sOnal.skills
are most able to help students
know and ualberstand themselves.

v

a
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CHAPTER ONE

r

4

DEFINITION AND ESCRIPTION OFDSYCHOLIOGICAL CURRICULA

Belief-in the importance- of self-kilowlepe4Lis not new.

\Sophocles, Shakespeare, and Henry Jame8 show ts the tragedy that

. , 0

' "t ,lack 'of self-knowledge can bring. The individual. `$ exploration

of himself the basis filOr:much of 20th century painting, writ-

ing, sQleve, and history, but that exploration rarely reached
.

into public schdols. 1Drofessois and psychologists haNYe long

known that thle "search-for Self" was par t' of what'might be ex-
,

. . .. .. -

petted to happen during a student's collegiate career.. However,

V ,
.

. . ., .o

.
A '

no one taught."Seminar in Self,.'' UnderStanding"Oneself was just
.,-

going to occur. ,

o
.

. NOw note these titles from the educational comporient

f'a 1974 national convention.

Personalized ,Education from Kindergarten to Ph.D
jProeht CARE'Humanistic Education in a Massachusetts
SChbol System

Theloerson'of the Teacher in ProceSs./
Confluent Education and Ability to Respond'
Relate; An Interpersonal Skills Instructional

Program for 4th Graders
The Many faces of Humanistic Education: Report

of a Ford Foundation Study,
Developmqnt of Self - Knowledge)

Something is happening in education/ A change is occur-
. ),

ring. Such program offerings were not available even live years

fi

ft

'Association of HumaniticPsyChology, Convention Program,
Augat,1974, New Orleans, LA.' 0

-

1 8

----
0

so.
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ago. Now teachers and princi,pals, -in,additiOn to psychologists,

phi"losophers, and professor,S, are .saying that children learn

best in a supportive, encouragingsenvironment which addresses
i.

, .4
the whole Child in the qngoing process of growth.

, ,.
. I

One new result of the second lialof the,20th sentury's,
.

.
intensified exploration 'Of the "personalized,"-."humanistic,",

. ,.
"ihterpprsonal," and "confluent" is the deliberate inclusion of

,

..

learning about self in the schools.' Learning about self is of

interest to all ,of-. us, regardless of age. Developmentally, our

egocentrism-decreases with age,-but. it never ceases to:exist.

/Students are, now learning- 'about themselves as S'choOls-seriously'

adopt psychprogical goals. Even thAgh many schools have always
0

stated psychological goals for their students, they had"no

tematic or conscious process to reach those goals. Once ag it

was just suppose to happen for students.- Now something is being

done abbut that. The use of psychological curr cula, a conscious,

' systematic way of including psychological goals i,/th classi-oom.

P-sychological,curricula are sometimes called "affective"

curricula because of the emphasis on the emotion dimeriSion-of

.
students' learnings' about themselves.. We prefer the more inclu-

sive term, psychological-curricula, in,which emotions are one of

lithe dimensions of. students' self-learning s. "Humanistic", is anoL

ther term frequently used in referring to these curricula. This

work is .used variously to refer tp.a set of beliefs, an environ-

ment, a series of behaviors, attitudes or values,- or a.philosophy

of learning; itdoes not provide clarity for describing these

*

.
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Each curriculum described here is a set of leyning
.

experiences, activities, and materials developed by author(s)

around a particular theory or rationale leading toward a set of

3

" expected outcomes or psychological goals. AlthO gh these curric-

ula differ widely in rightness of design, explicit ess of goals,

and overall sophistication, they have these characteristics in
k

a

common:.

)

1. They include psychological goals. "(Goals!which
include learning about motivation, behavior,
perception, self-concept)

2. 'They focus on the student learning about him-
° self. (Learning about group and social behavibr

may be included, but generally as relates, to the
feelings and behavior of the person)

e

3. They .;elicit information f -tom students about,
themselves. (They rely on the immediate first
hand experience rather than third hand experi-
ence or, information from books) .*

4. TIey emphasize' the emotional aspect of students.
(The student's feelings about himself and his
world are,priorities)

5. They encourage the use of specific ,interaction
skills by the, teacher, (Some of the skills are
active listering elic4ing responses, reflect-

.,

ing)

One way 'to clarify psychological curriculum, a new

experiencefor Most of Us,,is to _compare irt with a "psychology
1,'

course," an old experience-for most of us. A course in psychol-

ogy is the study of human 1) havior. The students read textbooks

which present the theories, the research, and the findings of
.

expets the study of behavior. But. the goals and approaches

utilized in the curricula surveyed in t\hyfollowing section;

though they may eventually lead to an understanding cilf human

A. ,
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behavior, do not have tha-e'as their primary focus. Rather, the

focus is the students' learning about and understanding them-

selves, with a clear and distinct emphasis on learning about

their motion The study of self may correlate with the psycho-
.

logi.cal.concepts pitesented* in any standard psychology course; but

. - .

these psychological curricula use each student's and
..,

. ,

,knowledge, not the teacher's or the author'd: as beginning

point for learning. The approach is rather than deduc-
,

tive. The inductile process begins with the specifics of each ,/'
.

person's life rather 'than talking about the universal concepts

of behavior that apply to all men. A student may learn about his

.1iroblems with,a brother or sister by role playing and discussing.),

!?i .

a,'situation from his own family rather than reading the chapter

on sibliRg rivalry which brings, "Most people...."

The emphasi§fon feelings or the emotioqal dimension of
.

student growth is important'in psychological curricula. Feelings

in the classroom exist on at least two levels: 1. The feelings
,
of students as content to learn about, When ram angry,

/

I sweat, get red in the face, and say whatever pops into my head.",

and, 2. The feelings pf students as they naturally occur in the ce,

classroom throughout the "I'm mad. SamMy tripped

me. So.I hit him" In the first example.) students are involved
o

in a cognitive:proceq8 of learrilng about-affective-content which
.

may be done in Irar iety of exciting ways actively engging the

student's atte ntion. In the second example, the student,. is at

the moment experiencing an affective llocess; he is angry and

needs help first airing And expressing his emotions an. then

Thr
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later reflecting on what happaand trying to understand the
IF

situation. The difference between the two situations is.like

the difference between reading a drivel's manual and driving the

5

v . car. The waltricula clearly include students learning abbut their

',.../4/1
own feelings: but the second example rests more on the teacher's

'ability to transfer skills and knowledgefutilizeq.in the curric-__,_______

.ul,a to situations as they 'emerge. Both Are important and neCeis-

sary for a pd'rson,to function.successfullY. -

"chile any teacher can use theicurricuaa, there a'e
/ -

that can help you maximize.the effect, of the curriculum. These
.

'skills include active listenin (an-awareness of not only what a

person say, but how it is aid) and eliciting responses which
0 /1 ,

encourage the person's thinking-and nipflecting. Previously the
.%

acquisition of these skills has-been readily Available only to'.

counselors arid psychologists. However, the teacher in a daily-,

0.
.

relationship with 'twenty-five or one hundred twenty-five students.

can ben efii as well from learning these,skills now being taught

in teacher education classes, communicationworkshops,.,and
.1 .

professional conferences. . .

There are of course postures which cart work in ,: negative

./ a I

relationship to'the goals
.
of psychological curricula. The .teacher

who is on his "own trip" will soon
.

lie fou nd out bystudents. The
L

. /,
.

teacher who sees
9
"rapping with students about feelings" as a ''ay

,

,

x
to get his Own '!warm fuzzies" is exploiting students and probably

, ;

using their experiences to enrich his own meager em011Ohal-life.
/

.

A .discussion lout val e .cancan be the perfect plaCe-fOr the teacher.,:.
I ...

, N
.0.

.

to promote his own valups. These. flaws qan and-do exist. There
,.. .

1 2: ., ,

r
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is no magic to insure perfection. As with any other curriculum:
)

you can stick to flguide and' probably do/"okay." Or you can
Q

master the basics and gradually 'add to your own skills that allow

you to improvise within the curriculum. Or you can exploit the
i.

goals and structures of. the curriculum and the ptudents' trust ,

.

and enthusiasm to fulfill your own needs. 1

.

Of course, there are routes other than psychological

'currCcula-for the deliberate inclusion of psychological goals
F

in the classroom. For example, the teacher could use a variety

of activities unrelated in rationale or in expected outcomes.
s.

Or a teacher can acquire attitudes and behaviors which make psycho-

logical oals an integral part of each activity in the day. We
,

have'chos"en t5 discuss the route of psychological curricula

because they are readily available to every teacher, generally

require little additional training, often leadV change in

teacher attitudes and behavior -- and because enjoy

them.them.
.

I,

e

There are now several psychological curricula for emery
-qv

developmental level of students and any, style of teaching. Few

teachers, counselors, or administrators have the time to review

or to try out all these materials to arrive at fully informed

.

decisions about what is best for their particular students and

situation; whether it be buying a curriculum package or creating
e

their own. .

In this guide you will find descriptions of curriculum

units, activities, and books that are available. The listings
OM

1C.

are not all inclusive, but do ipclude those that have been most
s ,

13
go
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.useful to a broad range of students, teachers, and-administrators.

Another section provides information about how you might fit some

of these ideas and activities fAto your own-school. Often we read

about what someone else has done and say "welli'my school's not

like that" or "to use, thai would mean changing my wfiole style."

Here are some clues for making your own choices among the pieces.

After review and experience with these pieces, you m5,,y;.like many

school people, decide that you want to try your hand at the cre-

ation of a psychological curriculum to fit the needs of tudents

and teachers of your-community. We have- outlined one possible

process for this design and listed some pieces you might want to

include in your curriculum.

But first is a List of books and materials for your use

and lealking. There are no assignr*xts. Check,the ones you've

read or are familiar-with. Star (*) the ones you'd like to locate

and scribble\;out those you're sure cant' help you. tes, this is

a bibliography. This listing wi(1 enable you to see quickly the

pieces, the parts,, the Components ofthis rapidly expanding di-
%

tension.:of education,

c

14
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psychological and affective development in grades 3-6.

Arst:Aings; Elementary Sound Fjl.m Strips
". Titles: A Strategy fer Teaching

Reasoming'
How Do You Know What's Fair
How Would You Feel
How Do You Know What Others Will Do

r How Can You Work Things Out
757 Third M7enue, New York, New York: Guidance Associates,
Based on the work of liawrence.Kohlberg in record develop-
ment.

II

14 .

"Getting tgi Know,Myself" - record, Freeport, Long Island, New
York: Educational Activities.
An excellent beginning introduction to self for pre-school
kindergarten. P

Goldstein,' Herbert, The Social Learning Curricukum, Cdlnmbus, '

Ohio: , Charles E. Merrill Co.
A comprehe 'sive set of materials designed to help the

. special C. 14 enhance his opportunities. for success..

Harmin, Merri ,'People Projects, heading, MA:' Addison, Wesley,
1974.,
ActIVity cards for value'clarification exercises.

Kindle: -Self-Awareness, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:.
A

Schol,s(stic Early Childhood Center,
Apilmstrip program for Early Childhood.of 5-communication
related units which students enjoy:

Our Feelings, Holyoke,.MA: Scott Education Division..
Set of 6 ,f.11mstripS and cassettes which encourage children
to talk about their own feelings ,

Raths,'Louis, Exploring Moral Values: 15 filmstrips and records,
Pleasantville,'New York: Warren Schloat Inc.
A series of 15 filmstrips and records for.children to
clarify their own values .

-
Searching for Values: A-Film Ant4ology; New York, New York:

Learning 'Corporation of America.
,

An outstanding series of 15 15-minute-films whichpresent
.

.varue.dilemmas for 'viewers fq use to clarify their own
values. lwailable for-rental', '

e ..
,
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CHAPTER 'TWO

SUMMARIES OF TEN PSYCHOLOGICAL CURRICULA

The books you have reador may.read from the

.graphy present some of the parts of psychological education:

fhp_Ory, history, activities, materials, processes, attitudes.

A curriculum attempts to integrate and bring together all these

parts into 4 meaningful and useful total. The curricula dis-

cussed here are:

DUSO *Developing Understanding of-Self and
Others

Inside/Out
F0cus on Self-Development
Human Development Program (Magic Circle)
AchieveMent Motivation
Values Clarification
Dimensionsof Personality
Education. for -Student Concerns
Becoming: \A Course in 'Human Relations
Exploringildhood

We have selected several descriptive categories to pro-
.

vide you a systematic route to learning about the curricula'.

The' descriptions are not designed tobe'evaluative, tut to'pro-
,--

,

vide' information; to ielp teachers, counselors, administrators

select curri a. appropriate .for their needs. The bategOries

utilized with each curricula.are:
. .

TITLE: Of the curricula has an official name and
another name by. which it is generally known,, both are included.

, .

. 'DEVELOPER:. We're -sure more :people are important to
the development ofA:currioulum th9/t are named, but the prima0
huthor('s) -is included :to identify, further the curriculum and to
provmdean.additional reference-for you.

41.9fri
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AGE/GRADE:- Many curricula'are-developed around experi-
ences and topics that coommonly.occur, within a'specific age range.

You may want to look only at those curricula created for the stu-
dents whom you teach or you may want to look at all curricula

4. getting ideas for ydur own curriculum or teaching unit.

GOALS: The goal statements are generally quoted from

a book introduction or teacher's guide. Some curricula have goals

in addition to psychological goals. '

SAMPLE TOPICS: A sampling of the foCus of the self-

content.

SAMPLE OBJECTIVES: Examples of objectives or expecta-.
tions of student learnings are included. Some objectives are
,obviously more "behavioral"rthan others.

WHAT: What dd you get when you buy the curriculum: a

listing of the materials, books, discussion guidelines, directions,

films, etc.

USE: Some curricula come with directions on time se-

quence, organization. These are included if available. When

responsibility is left to the teacher, we have included our own
suggestidns, which are denoted with an asterisk*.

ASSESSMENT:- If the curriculum comes with suggested
procedures for gathering information about the learning of 'stu-

dents, they are stated.

PREPARATION: Our suggestions for how to get ready to

use the curriculum.

STRENGTHS: Our opinon about what seems to be the most

outstanding features of the curriculum.

CAUTIONS: 'Odr opinion about thipgs to watch out for

dr to avoid with each curriculum:.

AVAILABILITY( Where you can get it.

COST: How much it is.

VICNETTES: An 'example of use of the curriculum.

There isbno"one best curricula or the perfect solution.

You may decide you want to do something different in your class-
.

room. You may be bored, or you know Vile cdntat's not releVant, or

.

the kinds aren't motivated, or you're tot reaching them. You know

1

I
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feelings have a lot to do with how people learn and that students

mi4t even want to learn about'J emselves and their feelings.

Last summer you may have take in which the professor-,

kept talking about the "affec Idomain," or the principal sent

you to a district-wide "Magic Circle" workshop or you've just

:returned from a conference wherel here was'a lot of talk about

"personal growth." You read a bc.ik, two books, that talked about

turning kids on to learning about4hemselves. Regardless where

yotu began, what you. know, or wher.tkyou are; there are curricula

now that can help you help studentS gain more understanding of

L
.

their life and world and improve y4pur skills in rel
\

. dents.

g to'stu-

\ .
"
- '

\
. I

At, workshops on psychological`sycholgfcal'curricula, people ask:

"Will it work With third -graders?" -

"What do -I have to do?"' ,
"What will the kids get o'ut of it?"
"Can I buy just one curriculum and use it in every

grade of mY school?"
"What's so different about it?"

.
Questions like these and many more are answered in the

1

descriptions that follow.

-2 et
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Cq't -TITLE: DUSO (Developing Understanding of Self and
o. .

Others), Doh Dinkmeyer

AGE/GRADE: 1Ikit fqr'grades K-3; 1 kit for grades 4-6 .,

GOAL: PTo'help children better understand social and,'
; . .emotional behavior." ,

/

SAMPLE'TOPICS: ,Undenstanding.and Accepting Self
Undersfanding Feelings:
Understanding Others
Toward SeA Identity
Toward Friendship
Toward Responsible, Interdependen

'SAMPLE 1. Learning to share and;to underst nd that
OBJECTIVES: giving does not requfre receivAng.

2. Assisting the child to discover his
strengths,but at the -4me time accept
some lack of success inthis endeavors.

WHAT: A large metal case which includes puppets,
puppet activities, records or_cassette tapes,.,
role playing cards, group discussion cards,
,posters and detailed teacher's manual.

USE: Units designed for daily use
Total class or smaller groups
More than enough piaterial for a year
May be used with-children each year as they

move througfr grades if teachers together
plan what activities' they will use.

ASSESSMENT: Continuation of fld testing by developers.

-PREPARATION: Study the guide. Decide which techniques to do.

STRENGTHS: 'ds love it. The variety of activities keeps
c ldren interested.

CAUTIONS: Student involVement high -- sometimes noisy. '

If one technique doesn't work for you with your
class, try another. Some have' more success-,
with puppets,' some with ,role play, etc.

AVAILABILITY: Americam.Guidance Services, Inc.
Publishers'' Building
Circle Pines, Mdnnesota 95014

COST: .$98.50 per ki(t

'25
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VIGNETTE:

19

r

Kathy is doing,her student teaching in first and second

grades. .At a conference with Mrs. Morir6e, her university super-

visOr, Kathy asked for ideas that ould help students,'to get

along petter with each other and work on self-concept. Mrs.

1

Monroe arrived for the next conference with Kathy and the first

and second grade teachers with a heavy, blue metaa case; a DUSO.

kit. They all spent the next hour playing-with the puppets,

listening to the songs, studying the teacher's manual and going

over the activities. Kathy and the teacher's decidea,to try the

unit "There's No Ope .77iTiN. Like Me" to see how it went with the

ItUdents.,
)

DUSO, a taue dolphin puppet, was a huge success. Stu-

dent involvement in the activities was high. Using puppets,

students could talk about their feelings, knowing DUSO would

understand. Kathy also used the theme related role. play cards.

They could provide opportunities for physical movement by the

total class which Kathy believed was important. The "DUSO" song

was soon heard on the'playground and in'the halls, as well `as

during "DUSO" time. When the kit went back:to the university

for someone else to try, the teachers requested that the school

buy one of each of the two kits.,

4.

28
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TITLE:

71"

20

Inside/Out
Nationad Instructional Television Center

(AGE/GRADE: 8 to 10-year-olds

GOALS: "To promote the well - dieing of children"
".Emphasizes communication skills, involvement

of the learner, A53--interac.ging with others"
'Relies on stud4nt listening, valuing, and

deciSIonlRaking"

SAMPLE TOPICS: Dares, divorce, crushe , death, fear of failures,
stroag/eelings.

-"SAMPLE' "To help children develop an awareness and under-
.OBJECTIVES: standing of the effects of strong emotions on the

body, and to lessen their fear of these reactions."

WHAT:

USE:

Thirty 15-minute films.
Teacher's guide with synopsis of film stories,

dXscussion questions, and -follow -up activities.

st ETV channels show one film a week, at two
,different times during the class day.

Teacher previews the film and planS for film use.

Students view film with follow-up discussion.
Theme related activities an following days.

ASSESSMENT: None

PREPARATION: Read the Guide.'
A 30-:thinute film for teachers "About Insidst/Ott"

is sometimes shown at beginning of series.
Worlwhopsihave been held in many states to assist

.teachers in.developing communication skills"
for, the successful utilization of Inside/Ou.

STRENGTHS: filmS e very high interest for students.-
There i motional identification with the -

situations and-characters.

Some film content is not perceived by older 5th
graders as relevant to-them -- "that's kid,
stuff."' .

.
Some teachers find several of the topics disturbing

to themselves and question the legitimacy of the
content, e.g., death, divorce, for the class-

room. Do not expect your reaction to the film
to be the same as the students'. The films have
been used successfully with 'many students,'but if
you are not enthusiastic or comfortable with a
certain film, don't use-it. One purpose of
these-films is,to allow students to express -

27
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freely their concerns and exper fidrs. You
won't be helpful to them if you 'can't talk
about it," so skip it.

(
AVAILABILITY: National Iristructional TeleNas4on Center

\/
. 'Box'A

Bloomington, Indiana 47401

0 , Individual 16mm fiiims or video cassettes avail-
able for preview. and purchase.

Teacher's Guides available from NIT or your
State ETV office. .,-

Shown on .ETV
i,

COST:

VIGNETTE:

Bill is a first-year teacher in the t d grade. He's

swamped with all the daily plans and preparation needed to teach

math, reading, social studies, science, language arts, a.Rd music

to twenty-seven students. He stays at school till five-every

ernoon and even then has to take work home with him.

In the teachers' room he heard talk .bout "Ins Out"

and how glad people were that it would blehown aiain'this gear.

Knowing that the third graders kadn't had access to it before, Bill

got a viewing schedule end a teacher.'s;.1 from the state'ETV

...

office. On Monday afternoon after school, he previewed the week's

show and chose\ follow-up activities.from the guide.

Bill feels good about the series. He's doing something

\

kids.

.-. .. .

new and important with id Hi preparation is Minimal, he uses

the program at no cost to the sc ool, and he knows that it is a

professional series with national and state endorsement.

P.S. He too enjoys the films.

28
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TITLE: Focus on Self-Development: Awaretiess
Responding

,Involvement

AGE/GRADE: K-6

GOAL: "To develop the child's understanding of self,
othets,--and environment."

SAMPLE TOPICS: Feelings involved in.sharing,
Causes of pAblems.
Seeing both sides.

22 .

% SAMPLE From Stage One: Awareness
,

OBJECTIVES: To promote understanding of the needs, attitudes,
and behaviors of older children.

To develop the child's awareness of his feelings.

WHAT:

USE:

Three kits with fiilmsfrips, pupil activity book,
photo boards, an teachers' guide. 4

Stage One: Awareness K-2
Stage Two: 'Responding 2-4
Stage Three: Involvement 4-6,

Twenty units to be incorporated as part of the
school day in each kit.

Can be used by several teachers.

ASSESSMENTS: Field testedfor revision of materials.
A list of changes that the teacher might observe

in pupils after using. q

STRENGTHS:

CAUTIONS:

Seve al different techniques and activities in

ch unit from which to choose.
Outs.anding filmstrips.

In creating discussions that "work"-the teacher
must follow the suggested techniques of
reflecting, paraphrasing, listening,. mirroring:
This takes practice and conscious effort for .

most of us.

AVAILABILITY: Science Rese.arch Associates
259 East Eric Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

COST: Stage One $108.00
Stage Twos $154.00
Stage Three $121.00

29



VIGNETTE:

' Sam Dugas is an elementary school guidance counselor.

23

In September Sam arranged to do an ihseivice workshop with all the

elementary school teachers. He designed the workshop to intro-

4.auce'teachers to the Focus on Self-Development Curriculum'and to

schedule times when he. could be in the classroom with each teacher

team teaching various lessons from the curriculum. In this way

SaN had contact with each student and teacher which was important

for his work as a. counselor. Through his teaming) with each teacher,

he was'able to assist teachers individually with the techniques of

perceiving arid responding that .were crucial for the suCc6ssful

utilitation of the curricula.

Oncethe year got underway and teachers were u.ing the
I

curriculum, thre monthly meetings were arranged so that Sam and

ono the common concerns they had in'teachingthe teachers could work

this new content area.

ti
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24

Human D velopment Program (Magic Circle)
Harold essell and UvaldoiPalmardS.

AGE/GRADE:
..

Presc ool through 6th grade.

GOALS: "To mpi.ove communication between the teacher.
d the child." '; k

"To give children the opportunity to become
constructively involved in developing,their
own personal effectivenesS,. self-confidence,

'
and an understanding of the-causes and effects
/in interpersonal relationships."

.

SAMPLE TOPICS: lielping childfen to achieve "awareness:
,

knowing

k.
.

what your thoughts, feelings, and%aptions really
are; mastery: knowing what your abilities are
and hoW to use them; and social interaction:
knowing,o-Cher prople."

.
:

SAMPLE ,. "Improve self-control and ability tollisten and
OBJECTIVES: express."

..

"Ability to distinguish between reality and
fantasy." a

"Begin coping with mixed feelings."
v
\

\
WHAT:

\

With daily topics for circle discussionsiiwith
- groups of students. -Manualg include giiide-

'4.--, lines for structure of discussion. -..,,

Theory manual and book guides.
.

USE: 20 minutes daily.
Keep participants consistent -- start new clt4les

for new participants,
Follow the teacher's guide for dealing with

problem situations and improving Our
facilitation

Gradually transfet,, grOui, leadership to 'the
children.

ASSESSMENT: None

PREPARATION: Participation in a "Magic Circle" workshop,
prefer4bly one in which you lead circles with
children.

Read the manuals.

STRENGTHS: The circle structure provides an open and secure
environment where children cah. freely talk
about their feelings and concerns.

students are listened to.

31
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CAUTIONS: Have another teacher who is using Magic Circle
observe you to provide feedback on your
techniques in leading the.dircle. ,

If you're talking more than 107/of 'the time,
you're talking too much!

Don't tall into the trap. of "saving feelings"
until circle time. e*

AVAILABILITY: Human Development TrainingInstitute
7574 University
La Mesa, California 92011

COST: One book for each level at $9.50.,

.VIGNETTE:

Last summer Julie and Louise attended a two-week- orkshop

for teachers in their district on the Human Development Program,

After the leader described the set of sequential topips, to be

discdssed, timewas spent in acquiring the-skills necessary for

effegtively lea ing circles with 9Aildren.-, Itwas hard to listen'.

to all the participants and hear the feelings-rbng with the words

and then be able to recall all the information shared in the circle

on a topic. Acc ti others' statements'without asking more ques-

tions-was'hard for teachersused to questioning. e skills had

sounded so simple to Julie when she first heard -t em, bUt trying

to use them in leading a circle was a very diffe ent matter.

Individually, both Julie and Louise might have decided

not to use the program; but with each other's support, they de-

cided to go ahead. They-made arr ngements to combine their sec-

ond and third grade classes for orty-five minutes eacydaySo

one could do circles in the one r oM while the otir Worked with

the rest of the students.,

The students in_thg-eeifae got to kr)w each other in new

ways. They shared good and bad feelings, things they'd done to

32
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, . .

make their parents proud, somethin g they'd done that As hard
f

for them. T ugh recalling achievements.and good times, they
._--

began t- gain a greater ie of their own power and self-
.

confidence:

Soon more students wanted to do "Magic Circles" than

Julie and Louise had time to do, so Louise talked to the principal

about having a workshop to train other school staff, teachers,

parent volunteers, and classrdom aides. With additional staff

trained, circles could be done -by-more students on a more consis-

tent basis.

33
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TITLE:

AGE /GRADE:.

. GOALS:

SAMPLE
OBJECTIVES:

WHAT:

USE:

.

Acnievement Motivation /'
,/

Alfred frlschuler, Diane Tabor, and Jam6s....MciIntyre

6-10 grades

"To increase students' need to achieve, that is,
their desire to strive for their own kind of
excellence.".

"To offer the student maximum opportunity to
examine the potential importance of the need
to achieve to the development of his self-concept."

To help ybu develop_a clearer image of whd"Rou
axe.,

Td help you discover what-you want.

Student booklets - Ten Thoughts, Who Am I?, Aiming
Teacher booklets. Text, Ring Toss Game, Origami

Game

Semester course
One hour a day

.Classroom group

itLo

ASSESSMENT: None

PREPARATION: A' 10 session, self-organized workshop in which you
go through the course as a student using the
TEACHING ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION manual.

Independent study of materials.

STRENGTHS: Students aI'e interested in' the readings.
Self-fobus of learning is perceived as relevant

by students.

CAUTIONS: The complexity of the proca§s and terminology
is often confusing for both studentsand
teachers.

Organizing the materials into 50-minute periods
_is difficult. Find-another teacher who is
also interested in. teaching./a class so that.
you can plan together.

AVAILABILITY: Edudational Ventures, Inc.
209 Court Street
Middletown, Connecticut 06457

COST: Introductory mini-packet $10.95
Xpproximate cost classrdom get $65.00

84
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VIGNETTE:

28

Last spring,, the Social studies departmept.of.Eva Pitts
f

Junior High School decided tO,c/fer several elective'courses'

for ninth graders thatiwent beyond.t.he regular geography, Ameri- 6

J

can hliptoryi, and economics rses. .Claude, a teacher concerned

aboutthelack of interest d motivation among students. had

heard about tht Achievemen Motivation course and decided to try

it. He ordered materialS,inth4 spring budget and-then worked,

through the manuals, tried out some 'of.the games, compdted his

own,achievemept need; and made a tentative lesson schegulefor

tie'clasSes:
)

The year began with the , "Who Am I?" booklet. The stu-
,

dents read their palms and'discussed their beliefs about fate
L------ .:---'"--'

.,
. .

and chance, They began to. learn more lbOut self-reSponsibility,
,

.; .;
- ,

how they set their own goals,!their. ance of success, and ob-

.. ,. p

.

stacles or barriers to achieN4ng their goals. Through an origa-
_,.

mi game, they looked at their goal' - setting under pressure; the

rewards and punishments for go(aaS, and shared.resp4sibility.

They talked a lot about their gpAI:s.in satoolt their chance of

success, and the things in their .way. t(

<
4

E
At first, Claude was a 1 Je overwhelmed

materials, lames ancCpreparation,'*bUt as the class

booklets, his Concerns dtsRppeareth Students were

In what they 'were learning about themselves.

o.

by all the

got into the
4

interested



,TITLE;

. . _

,AGE/GRADE: Gra'cles 7-12; teachets can adapt activities fol.'
younger children..

. I

F3 I

Values Clarification' I/

Sidney' Siton, Leland W. Howe,'Howard'Kisbhenbaum

?9

4
,

GOAL:
.t

,
"TO help young people....build their own value
system." ." ,

,, I

SAMPLE" TOPICS: Areas.of porsonaV values --death, marriage,
10e, ecology, smoking:, friends.

.7 ,

SAMPLE J 'None /

OBJECTIVES:
1 ,

WHAT: Series of, books with activities for cIaSsroom:
Use whith may 'make up a seParale course or be
included in ,regular subjece.area courses.

USE: Explanation of the valuing priocess and then,
valuing activities .= a consistent basis as
part of the regular Jsubject'area courses.

ASSESSMENT. Nohe
/

ad the boOks.
Attend a values clarification workshop.

STRENGTHS: Can be incorporated into existing discipline,with

ICAUTIONS:

rwPREPARATION:

ease.,4Little planning. is necessary.
Abundance-of materials available. -

0.
P

There are no "rig *t" an ers in these activities.

If you think you have the "right "' answer, don't

use these activities.
,,'

AVAILABILITY: For a complete list Ofbooks,. artiCles, and
materials utilizing this approach write:,'

Values Associates,
c/o Adirondack Mountain Humanistic EduCation

`Center
Upper Jay; New York 12987

or t

c/o' Box 846
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

COST: Materials vary from $4.00 to $60.00.

VIGNETTE:*

,Beth, a teacher at the junid'r high scl 1, was planning an

.,
.ecology unit. The science coordinator 'sugg= ted she include some

a *
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value clarification activities which would give an added per-,

sOal.dimension,to the complex goals involved in ecological

questions. Beth found the books in the professional library,

but then bought her own colles in the local bookstore. After

loOking at the materials, Beth found the activities would not

only make, the unit more relevant to students, but would also add

new arning experiences valuable for students' development.

Her unit began with a study of the seven-step valuing

process outlined in the books she had. Then the students began

the ecological study of the playground area -- here they discov-
.

ered an inhabited prairie dog village! The tudents' early intro-

;

duction to the valuing process was put.,to use immediately as the

community, school board, and, students wrestled with the issues of

how,a prairie dog village could survive in a suburban area ear-

marked for a school playground, The value dilemma of "ecology or

progress" provided a real life experience for students' clarifica-

tion of their own value system.

el



TITLE: Dimehsions of Personality .

Carl Fischer, Walter J. Limbacher, e. al.

AGE/GRADE! K-12 c

"'" GOALS: "To give the student a greater understanding
of his own behavior and that of the people'
around him."

"To give the child enough° understanding of his
emotional life and his relations with others
that he,cgn change h.,is behavior if he wishes,"

I SA? LE TOPICS: Development of Self-Image
Emotional Development
Intellectual Development
Physical Development
Social Development

11?

SAMPLE To introduce two basic human needs.
OBJECTIVES: To point out"the necessity for haVihg rules

and abiding by theI\in any group.

4 WHAT:

USE:

ASSESSMENT:

PREPARATION: Read teacher's manual.

Teacher's manuals'
Student texts: K -- Let's Begin

-- Now I'm Ready
2 -- I Can Do It
3 -- What About Me
4 -- Here I Am
5 -- I'm Not Alone
6 -- ecoming Myself

. Jr. Search for Meaning
Sr. Hg. -- Search for Values.

Separate course with whole class
Activities, 'reading, and 'discussion

Informal obsdrvation of changes in child's
behavior by parent and teacher.

STRENGTHS:

CAUTIO S

A scope and sequence of content areas which

provide a clear total organizational structure

for the series K-6.

The class activities are creative and exciting
for students, but it is easy terely" on the
written text and omit the class activities.

Activities and objectives are only in teacher's
manual.

Spirit masters for activities also available.

38
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AVAILABILITY: Pflaum /Standard
38 West Fifth Street
Dayton, Ohio 45402

COST: K $39.95

VIGNETTE:

, 32,

1-6 -- $7.56 per 4'students
Teacher's Manual -- $4.90
Jr. Hg. -- Search for Meaning -- $44.95
Sr.'Hg. -- Search for Values -- $44.95

A the end of the school year, the principal announced

at-a teache!r's meetin0 g that the school system had decided the

"Dimensions of Personality" curriculum would be adapted for use

in grades K-6 next fall. Jim, who'd been looking Around himself

ofor a program wit goals, felt that the school

administrators had chosen wisely. Parents were eXlpected to be

inyolved. There was enough reading to reassure parents with a

concern for the academic educatierof their children, and the

activities ,p0ovided for the total' involvement of the students.activities

I i,, 'A

)
'Tn September, Jim started by getting his students involved i

in the activities, before doing any reading. Tom, who taught'

across the hall from Jim, decided that the activities tdok'up too

much time and were :noisier than he liked. So he had the students

do the reading and write down the answers to the questions at the

end of the chapters' In November, Tom asked Jim, "How come you

spend all that time on that psych stuff?"

Jim said, "Remember how much you've forgotten of your

psychology courses in college? Without the activities, this

would be a Water e d-down psych course. They're learning about

themselves through their own concrete experience and that's-the

only way it makes sense to fourth graders. I just think its really

that kids get help in learning to live with each other."

3 s
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TITLE: Education for Student Concerns '

Affective Educatio Research Project,
The School District of Philadelphia

- /

Grades 9-12

"TO.teach-the processes through which students

i/
AGE /GRADE

GOAL:
can exert some control over their own growth."

SAMPLE (Process) ,

OBJECTIVES: -'Sensing through,focUsing
Transforming through analysis and symbolization
Choosing to understand when it is important to

make a choice,: 40 What hap1.3eds when people
don't.

WHAT: Complete daily lesson plans fdr 2 courses:
COmmunications and Urban Affairs

Teacher's'guide includes description of the
"what, now what, so what," process used in
both courses.

I ,
(

USE Semester long courses desigded for 2 hour classes
Intended to be sequential,

-ClassrooM group.

ASSESSMENT: Pre and post assessment for studedts: Philadelphia,
Self- survey

4

PREPARATION: Work through some. of the activities yourself
Understand the what, so what, now what" process

.STRENGTHS: The provision of,activities which include
physical movement is a real bonus.

CAUTIONS: The process emphasis is frequently
ti

lost fiwo the
activity as.most class situations are 1 hour long
rather than 2 hours in the design.

AVAILABILITY: Individual copies may be Ordered from:
Philadelphia Public Schgols
Affective Education Development PrograM
Board of Education, Room 323
21st and Parkway'
Philadelphia, Pennsylvan 03

COST: $2.00

VIGNETTE:

Mary Sue was at her wits end. This year her teaching

schedule included three-tenth grade English lit clas2es, a twelfth
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grade espeare seminar and a twe fth grade basic English class

for "'bite flunkies." Just as she had expected, the Shakespeare

class was great, the lit classes were going okay, but the basic

English was deadly. Nothing seemed to work. They came to class

dragging and quiCkly dropped into daydreaming or note passing

regardless what she tried,.

Each weekend, she'd go throu materials-trying to lo-

cate something that would makeZense to In a talk with the

curriculum supervisor, he suggested she take the communication

course plans from Education for Student Concerns and see if the

were anything there that she could try. So she abandoned' her
to

lesson plans and told the stlintshey were going to 1 n about

themselves; personal and intrapersonal growth. They began with

the process of sensing: getting information through their senses.

The junk man lesson was'a huge success; the students were alert.
....:,1

With this small encouragement, Mary Sue continued to develop and

expand the lessons trying to staywith the students' interests

rather than lose them to boredom again. She felt more at ease

with the activities on symbolism because of her English backgi-ound,

but the focus of hei- attention was still on keeping the active

involvement of the students.

41 /
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TITLE: becoming: A course in Hiiman RelationS
Chester R. Cromwell, Willihm Ohs, Albert E.

/ Roark, and Gene Stanford

AGE/GRADE: Grades 7-12

GOALS: To increase students' understanding of hemselves
and enhance their ability to relate to others.

SAMPLE TOPICS: Three modules -- Re,lating.
Interaction
IndiV'duality

SAMPLE From the "Perceptions" chapte ,, rticipants
OBJECTIVES: will discover how reversing To in conflict

situations can change the perceptions of the
persons involved in the conflict."

WHAT:

USE:

Three kits, one for each,o1 three Modules. In

each kit, is a comprehensive Leader's Guide, 39
copies of an 82-page Personal Log (for students),
and pre-redorded cassettes, picture cards, game
money, and other devices.

Each "Investigation" is designed to be completed
in a single class period. When used daily,
Becoming can cgnstittte an entire course in
personal growth and human relations; or indiviUwal
lessons can be used to enrich language arts or
social studieourses once or twice a week: Each
"Investigation" can be expanded to up to two hours.

PREPARATION: Study'tthe materials.

STRENGTHS:

CAUTIONS:

(

AVAILABILITY: J. B. Lippincott Company
Educational Publishing 'Division
`East Washington Square
Philadelphia, PA 19105

COST:

VIGNETTE:
.

Sarldy Yates attended the,receni national convention

for social studies teachers and spent,a day browsing in the book

c
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exhibits looking for new classroom materials. At the Lippincott

booth she saw the ne'W Becoming series w ich looked interesting

so ,she filled out a card, requesting more formation. The

y-N
sample materials, she received later in the ail, clearly held

her interest because of the focus on interaction. She knew a

AKood-discussion didn't just happen, but that it was a skill

students learn. She'd never seen any classroom materials that

consciously encouraged students to look at their own role and,

behavior in the class As a member of a group.

.
At

.
the next department meeting Sandy asked the chairman

to write a letter to, get the t al curriculum so that all the

department members could study tlis)materials to see if there was

enough interest to purchase it for the next year. Sandy knew

building of. interaction skills had always been a dimension of

the social studies curriculum, but she hadn't focused on it

before. This curriculum has the possibility of making communica-

tion and interaction skills a real part of the class content.

4.3



TITLE: ' Exploring Childhood: Educational. Development
Center'

AGE/GRADE': Junior and Senior High School Students

GOALS: To learn about child development.
To prepare for working with children as parents

and teachers.
TO learn about themselves.

SAMPLE TOPICS: Three modules:
Working with Children -- Getting Involved,
/ Doing ThingS, What about discipline?
'Seeing Development -- Looking at Development,

Child's Play, Child's Eye View.
/ Family and Society -- Childhood Memories,

Beyond the Front Door, Keeping Children
Safe

SAMPLE To help students become competent with children.
OBJECTIVES: To help students understand how a ohild sees

the world.
To help students gain a sense of the biological

and social forces that influence the develop-
ment of a child.

To help students explore their own identity.

WHAT:

USE:

Student booklets
Films
Records
Charts
Teacher Guides
Inservice seminars for adults working with the

students

A year-long course (may be used in s orter
segments). To be done in conjunctio with
field based site work in day care ce ters,
nursery schools

ASSESSMENT: Self-evaluation materials are,part of Evaluation
Strategies Booklet

.

PREPARATION: Work through the teacher's guides
Attend the 5 inservice seminars offered through

EDC

37 -

STRENGTHS: Field based experiences with children for students.
All theory is built on and derived fromstudents'

direct experience with children.

CAUTIONS: Thqmaterials are voluminous.
Thgebooklets'are not designed to be done wholly

44
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or in a specific sequence. .-They-are to
used when they are relevant tatheexperiences
and questions of the students.'

AVAILABILITY: Exploring Childhood
Educational Development Center, Inc.
15 Mifflin Place

_Cambridge, MA 02138

Total full year program without films $400.00.

Rosemary, a high school home economics acher, is

teaching:a new "Parenthood" class, using theExplcfring ChildhOod

materials. After reading about,the materials in an EDC new fter

and deciding that sne wanted to be a part of this exciting new

program, she began th lengthy process of getting budget approval,

setting up the field. sites, scheduling the seminars, 'etc.

The twelve bqys and girls in grades 10, 11, and 12 */

spend four hours a week\in a day care center and meet with Rosemary

twice a week to prepare for and share dxperiences. Rosemary is

convinced that the class is worth all the work it took to getit

going. The students are learning about themselves-through their

work with children. Developmental thbory and learning theory

become releVant as students explore their own modes of learning

and teaching. .Feelings of both themselves and the children are

an integral part of the curriculum, beginning with Peter who is

sure that little kids ddn't like him.

Rosemary and the,field -site teachers are attending

the five seminars by EDC offered in their area. The seminars

help them acquire the teaching skills and 41edge necessary to

use these materials. To help students arrive at their own ideas

4i



of .parenthood based -on experiences .beyond and including their

own upbringing, Rosemary must learn how to ask open-endid

questions, provide sequential group experiences, and establish

,
guidelinek for experiences outside her classroom., It is hard

work, but exciting because the class is alive with talk based

on. the field-site experiences. The students' learnings about

themselves can have long-range effect on how they raise their

own families.

Q

s
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GUIDELINES FOR CHOOSING SYCHOLOGICAL CURRICULA

In the preceding pages 'you hal..;e looked at represe

tive psychological curricula one at a time and piece by piece.

Perhaps you read of several that sound as ifthey might fit

your needs and you want to decide on a curriculum to try out.

Remember that psychol9gical curricula in schools is an emerging

fuzzy field where there are few guidelines for decision-making.

An accurate picture of the field can be found only through put-

ting the pieces back together again. What do yol4 see when Tou

look again at the representative whole, these curricula?

The intended goal/s of each curricula is similar, even

though the words may vary. The sameness and fuzziness of these

goals, however, 'make them inadequate as a basis for choosing a

particular curriculum. Rather, the goals are most useful or

understanding what makes a psychological goal different om a

cognitive goal. "To better understand his own feelings" is

iic early different from "To create statistical analyses of responses

to polling instruments." Psychological and cognitive goals are.
A

not necessarily mutually exclusive. They mayor may not 'overlap,

depending on the processes or activities used to explore the

content. Students could explore their feelings of %uccess and

failure ln.working with statistics, or they could explore statis-

tics through an analysis of a poll of Americans' feelings about

their successes and failures in life. Both explorations would

touch cognitive and, psychological areas, "but the primary focus of

each goal stated would be either psychological or cognitive. Some

47
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of the psychological curricula described,-include activities

which integrate psychological and cognitive, but we stated wily.

the psychological goals ih the descriptions.

If the list of goals of various psychological curricula

does not help you decide which curricula you want to try out,

look at the objectives, specific steps leading toward the goals.

Several of the curricula ,do have separateobjectives for each

activity, film, chapter; others-do not. Although you mayleel"

more comfortable with a,set of specifid objectives,. the lack of

such clear objectives is not an indication of the curriculum's

success with students. Rather, it is an indication of possible

.work for the future.

Several curricula were developed by individuals or

small groups before "competency" and "accountability6 became by-

words. These curricula were used locally, thoughtto be under -,

stood by participantS, and did not'have to be explained by any-
.

one other than the developer. The greater- Specificity of later

curricula, including objectives and sequences, may be.a result of

the need, for clearer description to a national market, the present

interest in "acgountability", or the increasing refinement and

sophistication of psychologidal education in general.
. 7

All ten oftiie curricula described have s,tate goals,

but Ivexy few offer any procedues for ,assessment of progress to-

ward thoA goals. Most curricula do not taise the question of

assessment. Others state that they rely on inforMal observationb

of changes, and the teacher,is asked to decide what to observe

and to determine what constitutes change. A few curricula now



include the use oj.validatedassessment instruments to me sure,

student progress. toward the'goals; but in most cases assessment
, / 1

e "
4

' of student"learniag lies with the individual teacher. And

rarely gets done.-(gee-pages;,6i-69 fors6ome help.).
-v If; after reading the previous descriptions', You fou d .

the statements abodt goals, objectives,' and methods Of assessmerit

insufficient in helping you decide on a curriculum, -else can,

help ou? Central to these qurricdla are the activities that

,create, learning experiences:Jor students, ,

Look,'for-the,activities whose :Process and content are

mosf likely to grab the students you are.,working with or that Are

if
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most /Ake1y to excite you_ Puppets,films, quietly shar94 new

information, pantothineT, ring tosslames, .14stening to music, role
0

V vi

playing'-- what will most quickly engage the attention of the stu-

dents ? Which topicS most concern the age students you work with

s,
dpath, sex, fears;.familY, winning, losing,,parents, being- a

Varent? The greater the students' involvement and-interest, the
.

greater the Likelihood of learning.
:, ,,

.

.'

After ,using preview materials, book-;,- and activities
e ,

guides;.,from the teacher,fi , you will have information about curric-

1 ula and activities that' students enjoy,ask. to-do ttcre of,., and
.

. :

Seem to learn froi In making a decisi.on among these, you might

.
. , .

j,.- choose the curriculum that ybd.enjoy-the most, chat costs the

.
least, that encourages teachers to work together., or that the '

school board,eCommends4 Or You may not.cilooSe a curriculum at .

.

all. If you do' not wiih'to spend .the time and energy necessary : ,
.,.

4
. t . . .. . ,40 .

. ,
,. ,

, .,4,...

to convince ,teachets, the schobl board, or tile superintendent to e '41 '' ,

49
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> <buy a certain curriculum, Or if the money simply isn't, available,-

to* if you'd just rather do it. yourself -- you may decide to buy

several books,sather materials, and spend the time and energy

putting Together your own curriculum. (It's more fun if,you have

friends to help.)

$S,

0 ,
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CHAPTER THREE

TEACHER DESIGNED PSYCHOLOGICAtiCURRICULA

"Experience is the best teacher."

Recent research has revitalized the cliche and given

us, new evidence of its truth. Combs says it this way...informa-

tion will affect an indivldual s behavior only in the degree to.°

which he has discovered its personal meaning forHhim.2' The

discovery of personal meaning mayoccur in an experience where

all the4piedes fit together, an epiphany. The way to figure

somethiri ut, to discover its pieces and their meaning for you,

is to do it yourself -- be it a boat, a souffle, or a psycholog-

ical curriculum. The processof doing coupled with refl ection

and articulation leads to learning.

Many schools have always beentheir own curriculum-

makers, for a varietY.of reasons: lack of money to buy "expert-

- designed" curricula, desire for a better "fit" between students

and the CUrriculum, etc. Here is an outline of how one group of

college students and staff members went about building a psyCho-

logical cuiricylum. They decided to pool their resources and
o

1
try buirding,a-currictlum as a stet) learning more about them-

,

selves, in learning more about psychol gicalq*ic.Ila, and in,

becoming more effective teachers.' All ad previous experiences

F

2Arthur W. Combs, The.Professional Education of Tea0ers,
Boston: Allyn and 5accin, 1965?!.28.

...Tweed
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.., teaching in public schools. All had utilized severaal of
1

ptychologic'al curricula previously described. All had partiCi-

pated in classes, workshops, or conferences Which.deal

counseling techniques, learning abbut themselves', grou

es, or communication skills. None of -t/e participants

sous experience in curriculum design,

46

with

process-

had previ-

but all were willing to try

and later to follow through with the implementation of any curric-

ulum that grew out of their efforts.

,The.design project at the curriculum product are

described using these categorie's:

Age/Grade
Goal
What
Suggestion
Assessment
Preparation
Strengths
Cost

for Use

52
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AGE/GRADE: Ages 6-12, Grades 1-7

A curriculum for whom? Students in grades 1-7. Each

participant worked with children in different grades, and they

all wanted a currieuldm each could use with minimal re-design.

ObvioUsly they were looking for a challenge. "Magic Circle"

has a separate program for each level, i"Inside/Out" works best

with 8, 9, and' l0 s., Could they,build'a cunriculum-that could

be utilizedwith alI child en 6-12 years old? Considering the

developmental differenceS of children, this job was like trying

to build one house in which members oCfour generations could q11

live happily ever after.

GOAL: To increase the. depth Of self#- knowledge by students

The intent was to make "self" a Part of,the school

curriculum, like reading or music. They wanted to have a time

each day when the students' would be learning about themselves,

but they needed to clarify what they meant by "self." 'What were

the parts of "self?" What parts of "self" were most important

for children to explore? Obviously a survey of student opinions

would have been useful here, but not having immediate access to

students, they started through the psychological Qurricula guides

and their old psychology textbooks looking for answers. In this

way, they arrived at a meaning of "self" that included physical,

emotional, mental, and social.parts.i:The goal of'sttdents learn-

ing more about these four parts, of themselves, while focused, was

sufficiently broad to allow.creativity to flourish as the builders

began to design their curriculum. An assessment instrument was



essential i they were to know if they had accomplished their

goal of inc easing self-knowledge. Thinking abOut assessment

was simultan ous with deciding the goal.

WHAT: Activ ties' based on,,wizards, astrology,
wheel* of fortune, the mag4.c,,of the unknown.

Thy curriculum builders next,went to work to find the

grabby idea -- an idea that would provide a base for the design-

ing of the a tivities. They didn't have the time, money, or

skills to produce films like Inside/Out or music like DUSO; they

needed an idea. The process went something like this:

"What's something that kids like to do at all agei?"
"Play card games."
"Card games, card games..."
"Yeah,-games of chance, unknown."
"Chance, fate..."
"Yeah, like dice and wheels and guessing and riddles

and.:.",
"My son always reads his horoscope for the diy."
"Sense of mystery, Unknownlfate..."
"Hey 7-'wizards, crystal balls, magicians, monsters,

horoscopes, palmistry, games, swamis, fortune
tellers, fate, weird stuff,, luck and --."

"Hey, weve.got it."
0

They had an involving theme which provided a consistent

starting point for activities. A quick trip to the newstand,

dime store, and 'bookstores reaped all- the basic "literature"

necessary for learnng more about these mysteries that they were

sure werebfAinterest to students of all ages.

pow, how to create activitie which 'could allow ali

children ages 6-12 to participate at their OWn,level of develop-.

47

vent? The route seemed to be: haVe an actiV ty that elicits
0

information from the child and then use that information in the

34 .
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rest of the activity. In this way, the different ranges of

experiences, perceptions, and abilities could not

modated but built upon. .

y be accom-

To try out the hypothesis about chance or fate, they

made wheels With:dials-and feeling words, from the Wheel of

fortune idea, The students would'_spin.the dial and pantomine

the various feeling words that came up. Younger children will

use different actions from older children to illUstrate the feel-

ing words. (See appendix for complete activity.)

Convinced by their own pleasure and learning that this

approach would work, the participants developed more attivities.

No, they did not decide on a list of objectiveA that would work

toward their goal of increased self-knowledge and then create an

activity for each objective They played, pushed ideas around,

.

talked through activiti
/ rejected parts, did activities and then

went badk to the drawing rd. As they created activities' in_ the

midst of the fun and,confu on, the focusing thought was always

"What e,u I learn from this?" As activities moved out of 'e

::)---first draft stage, the group began to clarify the obj
-

ectiv -met

by each activity. ,

In the case of'the missing kickball the process went

like this:

"This problem solving thing isn't going anywhere.
Why not begin with a mystery -- and do something
with the way,we solve mysteries."

"What's that got to do with me?",
"Your behavior with others --7are you quiet, helpful

to the detectives', getting in the way, throwing
in silly clues ?" -

"You could have a whole bunch of clues; each kid would

get one. Some would be silly, some,extraneous,
some right to the point."



"They could,observe, play with their-own group
prbblem-solving behaviors."'

"My first graders.don:t know what you mean by
behaviors."

"Try, 'What are some ways kids act when they haVe
a problem (to solve ?'"

"So, what's the objective ?"
"Learning aboti'ts, their own beha-kors????"
"More
"tach studentli1J5 be able to list his own,behavi rs

in the grouk."

cit(Referto the appen ces for this complete activity.)

AE individual activities were developed, patterns of

how participants were making decisions of what to include and

what not to include emerged. These patterns berpame the criteria

for making decisions about the curriculum parts. These criteria

were:

1. All participants thought the act vity could
be done with their class.

2. Students would be learning about themselves.
3. The activity interested the participants

enough that they wanted to do it themselVes.
4. Students actively did something ther than

read and write.
5. Another.teacher could read the irections

and be abl9 to do it.

At this point groups selected activities to deVelop in

detail and write the second draft. Now there were some activities

with objectives. One. activity had to come first and one last.

Not surprisingly, the fi?Ot actiked-ala) became the insitial

49

activity in their curriculum. The activity was'conceivedas

introduction to the four parts_pf self and as'a self-information

recording' instrument for students. The activities were sequenced irlip

by topics bpgrinning with the most obvious information, physical

6hateristics of self, and ending with the least obvious, the

unconscious dreams we have.
AA

n
t .)
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The following is a sample sequence of objectiveS from

their curriculum:

The students will be able to state the dimen-
-Sions of man's developmentand to identify
characteristics of self in each dimension.

.

The students will identify moods and know
what can change them.

The students will know that, people value
different characteristics of self.

The students will know that the same feelings
can be seen in diffeient behavior.

.4

This

. .

This sequence seemed logical'to them at the time, but
.

..
, they were aware that when they implemented the curriculum, the

sequence would probably change based on the difference in the

children's perception.

SUGGESTION'S FOR USE: .45 minutes a day for 20 consecutive days,.

Previous teaching experience with the use of other

programs on a weekly or intermittent basis convinced the group

Members that learning was more likely to occur for elemenitary

and junior high students if they worked with the curriculum each

day. The 45 minute time'whs decided on to accommodate the fact

that many' participants were in departmentalized schools with 50-

55 minute periods. In reality, a 55 minute activity had to in-

clude several short parts so that students could change what they

were doingseveral times'to engage those with shorter attention'

spans.
N

-sample schedule for 55 minutes:

Elements of Life

10 min. I. Present astrological groupings
based on the elements.
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10 min. 2. Draw the element of your birth-
day on your silhouette.

5 min.' 3. Form a group with all those borp
under the same eleMent.

10 min. 4. Create a list of the ways you
are all alike.

5 min. 5. Tack lists to board.
15 min. 6. Discussion of "Sames"

(Refer-to appendices for complete activity.)

There was no magic in the decision to teach the curric-

ulum for twenty days. .Four weeks represented the amount of time

most participants would be !teaching at one grade level before

moving on to another school or group of students. They did feel

that this was sufficient time to determine if their curriculum

,
iheld interest for students and if it held the potential to in-

crease students' Self-knowledge.

ASSESSMENT: Pre/post test; "Who Am I?"
Daily reaction sheets for each day
Informal, observation by other participants and staff
Student silhouettes

The curriculum builders wanted to know if their efforts

4oll'peen successful. They approached assessment by asking the

question, "What information do we want?"

The questions they wanted answered were:

I. 'Did the curriculublr increase students'
knowledge about themselves?

2. What was the information in students'
"own words" that was elicited by, the
activities? ,What were they learning

4

about themselves?
3. What changes were made in the activi-

ty to make it work for the 2.,vel of
students in a given class?.

4. Which activities were most enjoyable
for the teacher?

5. Which - activities were most enjoyable
for the students? .

6. Would the teacher use the curriculum
again?

r
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The participants needed mechanisms for collecting

information about these questions, especially one And two. The

creators assumed that,students would learn and have fun doing

lthe activities, but they couldn't rely on their own perceptions

as a measure of what students would learn about themselveS.

They knew they needed a basis- other than each teacher's intuition,

especially if their intuitions differed about what students

learned. They selected the "Who Am I" test developed by-Barbara

Ellis Long to be used as a pre and post test which measUfed'qual-

ity of responses about self. (This test is included in the appen-

dices and further details regarding its use may be obtained by

writing to Dr. Long.) Additionally, they decided,that each par-

ticipant would administer the "Who Am I?" test to,a control class

in the same school at the same level. This would provide surety

that changes in self-knowledge which might /aye occurred in a

participating classroom during this time did not come from fact-Ors

,other than the curriculum -- such as a changed environment in the

whole school.

Another way of getting information was to find a means.

for students' recording of their self-learnings. A journal might

be difficult for the younger children, and the group wanted an

activity other than reading and writing.- The initial student

silhouettes were used as a place to record what they were learning

abdut themselves. Problems arose because of limited space to hang

the silhouettes and limited time for recarding..Fr,idAys were then

designated as a time when students cou reflect back on the week,



pull together the pieces of learning, and then record their

information in a variety of cr4ative ways on their silhouettes.

In lieu of a,final p'iirs of students completed

their own "Declaration of Me," which were then taped togethento

(aform a cl ss scroll that could be saved. (See Appendix) This

scroll provided more information for answering the participants'

questions about what students were learning.

A daily reaction sheet forlthe participants was de-

signed, to obtain information about th effectiveness of each

activity and to share the happenings

C

ong participants.

44



DAILYREACTION SHEET ON CURRICULUM

Name of Activity:

Date: Name:

Time Spent:

1. _Student involvement in activity Low High

2. Degree of student confusion Low High

3. Did it seem like activity worked toward our intended
objective?

Yes No ti

4. Examples of information-s/tudents came up with about self?

a.

b.

c.

d.

5. Does activity need ANY changi
.Fo

or refining from the
original design?

Yes No

6'. Your personal reaction to teaching activity

*47.. List changes indicated:

61.

54
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After the curriculum had been,.used for the first twenty days,

these reaction. sheets, along with the other information, were

1
compiled in a report to be used in the modification plan: re-

writing the curriculum with another group'of teachers.

PREEARATION: For the creation/ 81 a psychological curriculum

All the participants in the design group had in

common:

1. experiences with children of v,arioug ages.
2. teaching experiences with at lelst",one.of,

the previously described psychological'
curricula.

3. training in communication sills.
4. choosing to participate in. this. group task.'

55
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The primary. characteristic of these-participailts.is
. -

that they were not afraid of feelings, their own or other's''.. ,

The realm of feelings was not a mystery to them; an-keitional: , .*

child was not automatically sent by them to tbe.gutdancqicaunsql*?

Building on this interest in and knowledge, of feelihgst
they uti-"

&T .4

lized George Gazda's Human Relations Develppment: A,Manuaor.

Educators.3 As a break from the intense creative *work of.bui1.d--,

', ,..,

ing a curriculum, they strengthened their perceying:00,resPond.71-
.

,
.. , ,,

. 1

ing skills. The reading- and writing appPoach Of Gazda'.'S manfial.,.., *.('-

---

served well as a refresher course
-,
fOr techniques previbusly 1.eirted.

, / r

Other factors which are helpful,in%the succeSsOf a

group design effort include:
11

,

,

1. Isolationfrom the normal day to day Pressures% .
2. A compressed, focused work period Such01 five_`

days, 8-8, with no other deman4s
3. A new and.plbasing environment in which .e() work.

3George Gazda, Human Relations Development: A Manual
for Educators. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1973
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{10: .4.., i'
difticult O-Tcome up 11:6;r fdefts. in ttie same,

old placqw. 'r.hen othe delnandS, "keepv, ttfemielv If

t;eaCher`A. v.nd- acimj,111:8;tratdrS are serious designed-r /-
..

'

curi.4,c`aa;- then it)e'environme.nf and resources .most conducivi°
d

. 4
, . . .

to its-, st-cce sui lteyeIopment need to be pro'kl.dt.3 Each curric* . ,

a' 4. V t
1.11um WQitia trive'differeht faCtos+ working toward As

A. 4 1

, . success:, bu4 probablynost" importantPortant ig :that.; each particip nt I
,

, .,,, .--,
, ,, ----I,'. ..

wants to do \that, r--; regardless..of why he wants' to dos it.
. ''' ,0- l ' '. .

: :!' ,

STRENGTHf.:s xpa.rided knowledge.
..

:,- . I

.. ' -On -and a personal sense of achievement
-=' - A product for, students.

, . .
, This design -experience may seem like a roundabout way.,

. ... . '-
to come to an understanding of. psYchological:cuTricula, but the

.:. , - . . .

reasons for c eating your i)wn may be much the same as for building, . ...

I

, .

/your, own hous . , You may wish t6: . v
, , ? '6

. ; . ?
, : .

1.4 gdt closer to *hat yon..viant,.:
2.. do it 'cheaply. . . , ..

3. have pleas tire in the process and the product
-i,,,.

.' 4. I ha;ie i a sens0 of accomplishment.
7: = 5. ; leakn. 4.

. I ',, , . '
/ I '

Yo r ...Curriculum/ th 3 not 1?e any hts,dt,fter than those, of
)_,,------s' . .

profeSsiOnsaljsbuilders iand n fa-O-t it probably a little cruder
,

and rough in spotpl, b e_personal pride and satiSfaction iii a
-

1

7

job well done_ cannot be denied.
. , /, . ;I

'There may be just' as' many gains for you in purchaSing

an '!expert-des,igned7 aurricUlum,, The. pleasure may lie in y

personatif-ydifications and 'additions. The decision is

fi .

.:

s

.1.
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"CAUTIONS: ,It may bomb:,' - .

, .

. It's hard to- measure.self-learning$ , .

. : It's time consuming,
'Ybu may become so invollied with learning about

yourself that you don't get to.the students.

.
,'',.You may "become submerged in, the parts .4nd.let

v the total,go awry. -, .

f

uftmary:
4

The luxury of going off to therniduntains for,a'?week

with a group of school people to design-What some perceive as a

frivolous or extraneous kind of curriculum may seem farfetched

and - impossible with insufficient payoffs. We disagree, 7 Learning
.

can be a pleasurable experience. Itis just that most of us Can't

i
'recall many such experiences. It dOesn/t have to cost anYone

,
/ 1

. .
/

massive amounts of money., The cost of this curriculum/project

(food;,callins, and, books) .was about $400.

,Curridula designeerby,members of your own system can

44i have ajo spinoffs into other parts of their work. During the

ork we- individUalhidden StrengthS,Which benefited the total

group e4 surfacing, One Woriianwas..a,w1z. at ,converting ideas

r

imbl, games,. while for others making'a game was a huge,

impossibl task. We learned,. Each, person added to hisreper-

toire the skills and information he perceivedmparthA for him.

RepeatedI though, it Was necessary toforce ourselves to stop. 4.-

We were so excited abOut doing the activities and learning,bout,%
. *

,

.

elVes hat we were danger offorgetting the transitions
.

that had to be 'riorked.through for student use of the
. ,and detail

'curriculum

4

*
.4 -

It was necessary to be conscious cif "and to articulate
..

-,' our own - learning to get the clues.and.Anformation needed for-fur-

.>1-:-- thering the task.
..-
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There is no happily ever after conclusion to this

story: but we did drive off into .the sunset with, very. full suit-

;cases, lotS of dirt from playing, in muddy waters, and a Psychq7

logical curriculum we'd done ourselves.

COST

Approximately $400 for ten people for five days to

create a curriculum-to beused with three hundred students for

twenty daYs.

0

'

6 5
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SELF-DESIGNED PSYCHOLOGICAL CURRICULA

Although the preceding narrative illustrates the

complexity of curriculum design for psychological goals, making

0 yOur own curriculum can seem simple. The geography teacher may

have a file full of "manila folder units" labeled by country.

The city curriculum guide says that geography, teachers will

cover the important concepts of Eur , China, Africa, etc. The

important facts group themse recurring areas of topo-

graphy, economics, history, cultu e, etc. As articles, activi-

ties, or games are found that rel te to each area, new notes,'

plans or worksheets are added to the appropriate manila folder.

Then subsequent chahges are made in the weekly quizzes.
-,/

There is nothing this neat or predictable about stu-

dents learning about themse`i e or about other peoples' feelings

about students learning about themSelves.
where

is no standard

curriculum guide which outlines the 4C9cepWto be covered, or

fat to be learned. YOu may havenoticedAhat theOOks in the

initial bibliography arc ftb14,1 of Actj.vities, but almost void of
)

objectives or expected learnihgs beyond fuzzy goals,

When working on activities for your own psychological

curriculum, remember that in most cases an inductie approach to

learning about self begins Aith an experience of sense, body, or

movement exploration that raises some information to a conscious

level Of awareness. These,eXperienCes usually begin alone with

the self and movesto the self in relation to others.

59

Once_ this' experience has,occurred, the next step in

'your activity designis a process for reflection or thinking about

68'
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that experience. This process must include time alone for each.'

person ultimately arrives at his own meaning or unde rstanding

of an experience, although others can be signif cant in asking

open, nonthreatening questions, paraphrasing, o providing addi-

,
tional observations about that experience. Numerous curricula

have included processes which you can use asmodels for this

reflective phaseof learning about self.1 the "trumpet approach"

developed by Gerald Weinstein and Mario Fa6ini is one useful

process,for post-elementary school students.4

The final phase of self-learning which you may want to

plan for in your curriculum design is thelsynthesizing phase.

Observable behavior changes such as a new ease in talking and

clearly communicating the meaning of the experience to anoth

trusted person indicate that learning has occurred and has been

integrated and assimilated into the learner's total life experi-

ences. Of course, the assessment procedures must accommodate

the reality that different students will act on their new, differ-

ent learnings in different ways.

Given the complexity of these numerous dimensions of

,learning about self, the absence of specifi objectives for each

-41

activity becomes readily understandable. Y u might even,fwelcome

their absence.

To get you started on making your oWn psychological

curriculum, we have included a number of lists -- goals, objectives,

activities, and assessment prodesses. It's up to you to put th

06.

4Gerald Weinstein and Mario Fantini, eds. Toward
Ir

Humanistic EcNcationE A Curriculum oL, Affect. New York: Praeger
Publishers, 1970
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starters andyour own pieces together in a way that' makes sense

for you and that insure experience, reflection and ,synthesis for

the students with whom you work. You might want to draw lines

connecting parts. .Find an objective that refates,to a goal. Then,

select several activities and something you can o serve that shows

whether the objective was met through those activities. Match up

the parts and work toward a whole.,

GOALS

Students will:

have increased knowledge about Self.

show changes or growth related to learnin about
self.

: I

,0; demonstrate increase in positive self-concept.

increase ability to share feelings with others.

OBJECTIVES

crease understanding of feelings of others.

show acceptance of differences among people.
p.

understand the consequences of alternative
behaviors in different situations.

Students will:

have greater knowledge of elf- strengths, )

learn the various effects that fear has on behavior.

increase the number f " eeling" words they; know.

understand prob e causes of behavior of others. _

know what th-y and the frie9ds they chooAe have in
common. . , L,

t l

learn that different people value diffetent qualities
about themselves. /

v, /
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Ir.

knbw how their likes and dislikes are based ontheir
.own strengths and weaknesses.

understand how their actions influence other people.'s
perceptions of themselves. 4._ .

\have greater understanding of their own fears and
know that other people may fear the same thing.

learn more about the feelings of being unwanted'
and being frustrated.

ACTIVITIES

know different causes that result in certain feelings
for himself and others.

N

)

62

learn how negative behaviors can come from,unmet needs.

understand that the things they dislike most about
other people are often those things they fight
against in themselV'eS. .

understand that pgbple who appear to be daf
often share the same feelings.

erent
..

.

. \
Teach the class in a normal manner, except that half

the are 'blindfolded. '-
4

Ask to pantomine feeling words after spinning the
"feeling wheel."

Divide the class into pairs. Give A a behavior to
try out. Ask B how he feels. Give B a behavic
to try out. Ask A how he feels.

Have students f : I am proud that .

I am pleased abou Myself because

Show stud- is a series of pictures. Ask wilt someone
coul be afraid of in the picture. c

.Ask st dents to tell about something_ that they used
ti to'be,afraid of, but aren't of now.

.

Divide students into 5'groups.
Have each.group draw names of 5 student in the class.

. Each group makes a list Of 5 things they like about
each person whose name they drew.

Show a film or a picture that establishes an emotional,
...

. ,situation for students.

69
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Discuss' how they felt while watching and what they
would do in that situation.

Using. ,-open -ended story s ituations, ask students how
they think different people would react in the
situation. -- an older sister, a little child, a
mother, a sailor.

Teach a lesson using.a code which no one in the class
understands.

Have an auction in.which students give up character-
, istics they dislike about themselves to be auctioned

off to other students who want them.

ASSESSMENT

Ask students to read their horoscopes. Do they think
the horoscope is true? What doeS determine what
happens,to them each day?

The teacher can obseiqie:

Children voluntarily aid handicapped classmates.

New people become involved in c,ass activities.

Students work productively with a variety of groups.

Children can work out playground disagreements without
teacher intervention.

Given a situation and a list of behaviors, the student
can categorize the list into "helpful" and "not
helpful" behaviors.

Students can make lists about themselves such as
"things I eko well" of increasing length.

Neil! students are included with minimal disorientation.

The teacher can select and adthinister a pre/post measure-

ment of goal :4

4.

Thomas Self-Concept Values Test
Interpersonal Effectiveness Diagnosis

uctional Objectives Exchange
Measu es of Self-Concept --

Personal Orientation-Inventory
Survey of Personal.Values

f.
, 4

(Descriptions follow)

7O
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TITLE: The Thomas Self-Concept Values"T

DESCRIPTION

Assesses personal self-Concept values,of pre-primary

and primary age children. The test derives five self- concept

scores and fourteen values scores. In the testing situation, the

child is presented a picture of himself and asked a. series of four-

teen questions. ,Example: Is (child's name) happy .or sad? Other

questions deal with size, sociability, ability, sharing, male

acceptance, fearful things, fearful people, strength, cleanliness,

health, attractiveness, material, and independence. The child is

then reasked the questions with the child's mother used as refer-

ent. Example: Does (child's name) mother think that (child's

name) is happy or sad? The child is then reasked the same questions

using teacher and peers (-independently) as referents. This yields

one score for the child self as subject,,three scores for the

child self as object, the composite score yields the fifth total

self-concept score. The test is probably best described as an
\.

instrument to gain values scores throcugh a series of self-percep-

RANGE

Pites 4 through 9.

NORMS

Normative data and standardized,scorevfor the 'fourteen

values measured, independently and the five self- concepts are
P°

available. In addition, test and retest,coe4fficient4are available.

Concurrent validity analysis data is available having been derived

from two populations of fifty -eifildren each. Scores can be profiled,

71
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AVAILABILITY

N Clement and 4essie V. Stone Foundation
AZhievement Motivaflon Program
111 East Wacker Drive S#510
Chicago, Illinois 60601

Test,is $24.00

Answer for m and profile sheet (per student) 1(4 each

4
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Interpersonal Effectiveness Diagnosis

DESCRIPTION

Asseses the degree to which -the classroom in which

a. child is, placed meets his interpersonal needs. These needs

are -- affection, inclusion, and control. The Interpersonal

Effectiveness Diagnosis gives both individual scores for the

compatibility of student with peers and teacher and diagnostic

profiles. This instrument is based on the research evidenceof

relationship between compatibility and productivity. Interpersonal

Effectiveness Diagnosis can be given in groups or individually.

Itis a paper/pencil instrument with accompanying cassette tapes

in English and Spanish.

RANGE

Primary through high school.

NORMS 4

AVAILABILITY

, Human Development Training Institute
7574 University Avenue
La Mesa, California 9204i

P-/ 3
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TITLE: Instructional Objectives Exchan Measures of Self-Concept

DESCRIPTION

This is a collection of affective

subsequent measures. The measures
01

self-:reporting tests;:drimar

ves and their

nsist of a series of three

, intermediate and secondary, which

,,attempt.S to measure self-esteem on four dimensions. The dimensions

are 1) self-esteem gained from family relations 2) self-esteem as

related to peers 3) self-esteem as related to scholastic'success

or failure 4) a general estimate of self-esteem. In addition to

the self-reporting measure, several inferential measures relating

to the four dimensions listed above are included at each level.

RANGE

K-12.

NORMS

This instrument is primari'y used to,measure growth or

chadge in self-esteem when using an affective curriculum. As

such, no normative scores exist for this instrument.

AVAILABILITY 1
-Measure of Self-Concept, Grades K-12, revised edition %

0

1972 is available from:

instructional Objectives Exchange
Box 24095
Los Angeles, California 90024

Book is $3.00
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Personpl'Orientation Inventory

'DESCRIPTION

An objective test, consisting of:,150 forced choice value

items. The test attempts to measure, the level of mental health-

as based on Maslow's theories of self-actualization as an indi-

cator of mental health. The test renders ten sub scales and two

scores of ratio. The scales are: time ratio, support ratio,

self-actualizing of values, existentiality, feeling reactivity,

spontaneity, self-regard, self-acceptance, nature of man, synergy,

acceptance of aggression, capacity for intimate contact.

`RANGE 4

High School through adult.

NORMS

Norms for college students, adults, and various select

_groups are presented by percentile- scores. Profiles available:

Means, standard deviations and sampling information available.

AVAILABILITY

Educational and Industrial 'Testing Service
Box 7234
San Diego, California' 92107

Package 25 test booklets
AnsWer sheets -- 50 ,

IBM answer sheets 50
Profile sheets
Stencils for hand scoring -- 14

I

$9.50
3.75
4.50
3.75
7.00
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TITLE: Survey of PersOnalValues (SPV)'

DESCRIPTION

A person's values may determine what he does or'how

he lArforms. His Personal satisfaction is dependent to a ,

large extent upon the degree to which.his value system finds

expression in-everyday life. Ohe way to measure the individual's

/-7
values is to determine the relative importance he ascribes to

various activities. The SPV is designed to measure certain crit-

ical values that help determine the manner in which an individual

copes with the problems of everyday living. The values measured

by the SPV are practical mindedness, achievement, variety, deci-

siveness, orderliness; and goal orientation. A forced-choice

format is used and takes about fifteen minutes to administer.

RANGE

NORMS

High school up.

Percentile norms foreach scale are available for

regional high school.and national college students.
:v

AVAILABILITY

'Science Research. Associates
259 East Eric Street
-Chicago:), Illinois 60611

-4
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CHAPTER FOUR

ATIONALE FOR USE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL CURRICULA

Now that you may be ready'to use a_ psychological

curriculum,°you are probably thinking about Why you are doi4,
it. Most of us can be very quick with reasons: the quick.

brown fox jumped over the lacy blue dog. But why are. some edu-

-4/

cators -- like you -- chadging what they do and including psycho-

logical curricula in the classroom? Often the reasons sOuid like

Scene 1: One day you have 'an experience with,a student:,
a group of students, a totaj. class, or, heaven,forbid,
a whole school tliat'i8 so EfAD that everything in you
snuts down , and you ask- "How come?" or "What can I do?"

Scene 2: You will then either
a) leave education and be-,'a boat.builder,
'b) become an absolute dibtatot - --

c) start looking for'some different answers.

ti

scene 3: If you'choose c) above, you may try everything
1771-T167thing includingfield trips, contracts, rap'
sessions; weaving, drawing in the dirt on the playgrounq..

Scene 4: TherthingsAthat work, make the air better-rfar

both you and the students, probably include ieelings --

their feelings about themselves, you, schoolLand,your''
feelings about -you, them, and school.

Scene 5: You'll begin to wonder why what,/prks does

work. Pretty soom:,you'll:want mateiials,/or more time
to learn new techniqueS -- all of which,thean money to-

the school system. The school board, the, sulpeitintendent,
or the principal will want-reasons..

Here are Mme we use and respect.

70
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7i
1.

"..,affectivit3'r assigns values to activities
ibutes en rgy,to them."

(1514get, Jean'. Six Psychological,$tudie . New York:
-'

Vintigetwooks, 1968, p. xiV, 69.)

'eW educators denytthat a significant relationship',

exist between affect4vitT.and learffing, but7fewer'still have
r .

been a le to, state clearly' the relationship. Piaget clarifieS
, . ,,-

the is ue by telling us that a person's feel agS\or.emotions do
. y', .

.

.

prOvide the mcctivation,.the base by which'he makes 'decisions , for
,"
, ,

:
---his invo vement in- any 'activity. --- -- r

w ..../ ,

The feellAgs a peison,has about an'Object determine' his

t1 enthusiasm, and, everitUally, his comthitment. How to

engage the affeCt Can be determined by finding 'out *hat is-impor-

.

.

tacit 'to th petson,-what.interestgliim: and Wilat he needs.

'"P aget has taken" us one step further by'stating:
.

, , ,, , , - .

terest) repr sents,the relationShip between an oblec&Cand a need,
, -

, k. -. - ,

since ha object is of interst to -t.he extent that it fulfills a,,
, - . .

fiqed." 2- ,\' '' '

, , ,

', .. ,,

The *ay to get' studOnts involved in and working .at'aC-
.

-

feelings,tivitdes is o know their needs, feelings, and_intereSts;-"and to
,-...

. .

make sure that pre are learning experiences' to Meet or enga,g4

i those needs, eeldngs, and interests,:

, If yciave previous experience witki a certain age

group,or,if softe of your child development coues'es did stick, then
r -

you have a set, of expecta ions of what th"e crabs as a whole may
, .

,-'

..

need, be"interested in, av stro eplings
4
about. ,But,the

,--

,.f.,,, .

.

/ . ... ' . :.-

i

2 :.

1

. .
.

Z. 4
. ,
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o

on1S7 way to know What each child in the classrobni needs, feels,

. or is interested irk is to find,o1.4,.from each st dent himself.
,

f
Psychological ,curricula provide a .way of eliciting

.

%hat,ihformation. The teacher's next task is to accept that in -s

. -* . ,
, ,

.,, :

formaXion and touse it to provide learning e1xperiences approT

. priate for the individual 'Students!.

sue.
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REASON. 2

04 73

Attitudes which facilitate learning:

1. realness, genuineness..entering into la rela-
tionship with the learner without presenting a
front or a facade.

2. prizing, acceptance, trust...an acceptance of this
other individual as a separate person, having
worth' in his own right.

3. empathetic understanding..ithe ability.to'under=z
stand the student's 'reactions from the'inside,

---
(Rogers, 'Carl. "The Interperbonal Relationstip in the

. Facilitation-of Learning." in The Helping Relationship Source-
book, Avila, Donald, Combs, Arthur: Purkey, William, ed. Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, 1971 -p. 219; 222, 224.) \

1 ...

,

TheAbOw conditions have been found to be common, to

all successful h relationshipselping relatnships regardless of the philosophy,

a

skill's, otTersonality of the helper., If.teaching-is vi ed as'g

helping relationship irl which the teacher' helps a person, learn,

',the presenee of these conditions_ are related, to .learning. Teachers

are expIOring eounselingcourses,,personal growth workshops and
,

..1-
other group experiences to become aware Of and to learn to use

\ .

those.quaities in themselves which allow them to create, the best

conditions for, helping students learn.

,

..,
.

'The role of the teacher.who-utillzes these psychological
.

.

curricula is no longer the dispenser of information or the grader
, .

.

of tests. There is rpeate mphasis on those,teacher behaviors
'....,.

b

'which appear' moW-likely o crea e the conditions of a helling-
. : .,,,-

,

,

learning environment. These incl de: accepting studqnW f

ings ,rather than rejecting, ignoring or denying them; reflective

-

listening rather, than telling, advising, (11.. interpreting;'and ,

eliciting queStions rather than pilit=downs, sarcasm, or closing off

/
80
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questioris. After the integration of these behaviors and condi-
.

tion6,many teachers for-the first time e erience positive

personal feelings about their .work:witly a group of students.

p

0 s ek
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REASON 3
i%

"Children castigate' in others the very faults they
are struggling against in, themselves. They can only be...
tolerant of others when they are'secure and 'confident of...

'faults' in themselves."

Schocken Books, 1932, p. 80
4Usaacs, Susan. T e Children We Teach. -,,New York

."Johnny took tricycle."

"Mary won' let me.be the doctor:"

"You said I could playwith the blocks today."

Johnny took her tricycle today and tomorrow she takes

Johnny's. These "faults" -- not sharing, arguing, selfishness --

are what the children are trying to understand, learn about,

through their day'to day work or play. One of the ways teach-

er can help children become "secure and confident of 'faults1- in .

themselves" Is to facilitate the airing, sharing, and accepting

of these "faults" or-feelinga. Most schools or, classrooms do not

,

,)

have a mechanism for this process. The airing may occur in anger

on the playground when Joey, yells at Jim, "You always quit before

the game's over,".but there's no opportunity for the two to air
,

.. .

their differences in a positive way so that one or the other does

7
t come out the loser, stay after school, or io see the principal.

gatiA feelings or behavior are rarely part of the class content,

.. . .

except to inflict punishment. ,The safe environment;,which permits

students to leaFn from these very real experiences of their lives

is not present. Adults rarely provide guidance or assistance in

helping students fin'derstand their emotional lives, but rathpr

punish them for their emotions Whichi'leds eventually to angry



ate
-;:;',

adults who reject their parents, teachers,.School , and culture.

Psychological curricula provide a positive en
4

sion.of emotional cdncerns in the classroom.

The Human' Deelopment Program has topiCs sequenced

from positive to negative on t. basis of ease of disclosure for

stNdents.- A safe environment for talking, sharing, listening

has been reated in the circle. throigh the guidelines for behav-

ior that a those in'the circle follow. The repetition of the

foi the inclu-

.

topics allows Students to gain the cOinfidence in \themselves to

articulate without fear of reprisal or punishment those confused

events in their livA that*they don't understand. Through this
,1> 6

self-understanding, understanding of others increases.

The imphance of thiS aspect assumes greater magnitude

76

with th't advent of state laws requiring that most exceptional

children b4e educated in the regular classroom. Certain phy'rfcal

and emotional handicaps may frighten some chiXdren.

Telling Greg that he shouldn't be aftaid accomplish not. ng.

It's-the same.as saying, "Suzie, you, knoW there are no rattl-e-

snakes on the playground. Stop"making-iiP-all-Mles." Children

do not understand differences. They are afraid that tomorrow

.theyrill,wake up and not be able'to see, or hear, or wilk, or

falk.Childhood is full of conftsion and not kno wing. The teach-

er's role is to help them talk about and understand their fears.

n-,
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REASON 4

"...if 'I were to list the most important learning
experiences in my life, there come to mind getting married,
discovering my life work, having children, getting psychoana/-
yzed, the death of my best friend, confronting death. - myself, and
the like. I think I would say that these were more important
learning experiences for me than my Ph.D. or any 15 or 150 credits
of coursesIfve ever had."

Abraham Maslow, 1968 //

(Maslow, A.H., "Some Educational Implic tions of the
Humanistic Psychologies," Harvard Educational review, 38(4),
196., p. 692.)

There is nothing very unique about Maslow's prioritized

list of 1parning experiences. A list made by most of us would

include the same. sorts of experiece?: A student's list is also

I

- not that much different: moving to a new school, being kissed

for the first time, a grandparent's death. What does stand out

is that these most important learning experiences, common to all

of us, are not normally associated\rith school. No wonder stu-

dents say school is irrelevant.

Most students have n6 more than a haphazard, lonely

way of learning about living with themselves and others. Each

of-the events listed above loaded with emotion? that are fre-

quently very, difficult even for adults to understand or to articu-

rlate. Psychological curricula begin with the students' experiences,

underst ing, -amd level of articulatioffland help him to deal with

44.

the emotions those experiences trough increased understanding
.

and-articul,ation. Progams likez/ "Inside /Out" present situations

that might b a part o students' lists and enca,dra4Z7 processes

dent cope with those-situations. 1pycholdiical



curricula are one way of expanding the dimensions of sthooling

to include students' most important learning experiences.
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REASON 5

"Children need to 'play out' important feelings, in
part because they cannot explain those feelings adequately...
words often fail a child just wheh he or she is trying to explain'
a critical feeling. The necessarylconnections between experience,
feeling, and language are too difficult,"

("Making Connections,' Exploring Childhood, Cambridge,
Mass.: Ed rational Development Center, 1974, 14.)

School for most students is primarily a verbal experi-

ence, whether it be reading, writing, or speaking. Rarely has

help been available for the child to'learn to make the "necessary

connections" into language. A child may get a stomacnache every

time he is asked to memorizes-another multiplication table. If

he makes the connection between his stomachache and multiplication

and then has enough courage to tell the teacher of his "connec-

tion," his comment and therfeeling which prompted it may be brush-

ed aside. Rather than ncourage-fhe childto attempt to explain

his feelings about memorizing the enormous sets of numbers, the

teacher may say, "That's or "You're O.K." In so doing,

she has not only not helped the child with his feelings, but she

may have deni!O his feelings as well as his stomachache. 0.

Psychological curricula provide the opportunity for. an

environmentqin which children can "play out" -situations- rather

tbran-be forced to "act out" in tne'classroom. Itmerous role play,

nonverbal, and game activities are included in these curricula

to encourage.just this trying out and playing out of feelings.

---- a
-Helping students in making .connections between their feelings and

their experiences may be as simple as asking them to panto ne

"feeling" words.

'86
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Suzie running in from the playground-again screaming
1

she saw a rattlesnake should nQt.be hushed, calmed down, ,p..mpered.

She needs the time with a list9er to experience the emotion to

its end, to be touched if -disir d, to be listened to in her fear,

but not forced to instant artic4ation or denial of her--feelings.

The curricula and the teacher sklls inherent in their successful

implementation stress the importance of the teacher accepting

feelings and becoming a special kind of listener.

c.
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REASON -6_

"What we are finding is that the opportunity to gain
knowledge and understanding of human behavior at a young age
may be useful for growth in several strengths which may-contrib-
ute to mental health, if we define it minimally as the capacity
to survive in. an alien world, to cope without too many crippling
scars, to be able to live in relative comfort with other human
beings and oneself, and to enjoy the process now and then."

f Barbara Ellis Long, 1974

,(Long,. Ehrbara MHO,. " Educational Change,,with
Elementary School Psychology C' riculum," Professional Psy-
chology, May, 19'74, p. 168.)

Utopia does no /exist for anyone. The living reality

if filled with moments of joy and pain with ling periods of day

to day routine. Lt/is time,that adults abandon both their child-
/

hood fantasies/Of adulthood as happiness ever after and their

adult fant ies of childhood as a carefree time. Teachers m

help styrflents learn to cope with their present realitie and to

come/to understand some of the adult problems ahead,

Childhood is not a sugary world of lollipops and candy

/ canes. At times it is filled with fears that turn into monsters

in the dark and children who will not let you into the game on

the playground. Children do deal with these hard events in their

own ways with varying degrees of, understanding and success. A

student does not have to wait until he goes to college to have

access to information about his own and others' feelings and

behaviors; he can use such Understanding to cope with his life long

befoi.e that. ,Psychological-cpTricula provide a way for the teach-

er to help a group of children learn about themselves some of the

same things that child "experts" have been learning from them for

years.
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CHAPTER FIVE

ISSUES IN THE USE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL CURRICULA

This guide so far has sounded clear-cut. jYou decide

to introduce psychological goals in the classrdOm. You choose

a psychological curriculum or create one. You get clear on

why you are doing it. But working with schools, people, and .

their psychology inevitably raises many complex issues to which

there are no clear-cut solutions. Tile most constant questions

in the use of psychological curricula seem to, 4e:'

Where does the initial decision come from?
What are the probable results of success?
What teacher.skills are most conducive to success-

ful use -?
How can you tell if the curriculum -is successful

with students?

Where does the initial decision come from?

The.decision to implement a psycholpgical curriculum

Can'cOme from anyone Who has a part in the decision-making about

what happens in.-the classroom. Those persons4usually involved

are teachers and administrators with students, parents, and uni-

versity personnel ,occasionally consulted.

A teacher's decision to work toward psychological goals

41#1; may come from his own feeling that e*Rloratiop,of and knowledge

of the self is important. Thi's conclusion may come from the teach-

er's previpus experiences with students, frqm obseivations that

students respondenthusiastically to those/materials closef,y, related

82
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to themselves andtheir own experience. For an increa g number

.
of teachers, this conclusionlnay.also come,Jrom their exploration

of themselves through personal growth workshops and ailfective

education courses in universities where interest in'pSychological

goals has grown iM the last'five years. Boredom with 'the class-

room routine is another starting place for many teachers. They

need to try something new and different. Psychological gurricula

provide both new content and new processes, man f which can be

integrated into other subject areas.

,rn reality,-the introdUctibn of psychological goal,7s as ,

we have described them often (3./curs.in small pieces worked out by

individual teachers in-their own classrooms. One teacher may be

doing values clarification activities every Friday while the teach-'

er down the hall - or across the pod is ituning into "InsidefOut!' on

Tuesday morning. Obviously, the greatest effectiveness in work-
.

ing toward,psychological goals comes when several teachers and

administrators share a decision and support each other. The teach-
.

/we

er who feels he has to draw the shade in -the door windoW in case

the principal -walks by when the students are doing a fantasy

exercise will probably not have much positive imp.a.Ot on the sdhool.

When one specific psychological curriculum, rather than

bits and pieces of activities; is rNmmended,for a school or

system, the decision-maker is probably an adthinistrator, usually

working with an advisory group of teachers. Like teachers, an

:-administrator may be acting for a variety of validreasons. He

may' feel that the school's goals of "teaching the whole child "

.

or "development of a usefill citizen'" could be met better through

9 0
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inclusion ol psychological curricula, or he may be, under

pressure from teachers who iirisb-tb,,see resources allocated to
.

the pursuit of.psychological'goals, or he maybe excitetl,by a

professor who talks abo "opening throUghodt thi2...1/
entire:-organization", including teacher-studett communication."

Some the more subtle implications using psycho-
,

logical curricula are that time may be rearranged in the class-

room,that relationships between teachers and students may change,

and that students may gain the greater sense Of poAr that comes

with -self- knowledge are often Overlooked or nknol when, the

initiaik decision is made, Unless administrat rs and tea hers;

both are committed to the curriculum and goals, they-

not:be able to'deal effectively with'the issues its use may 4ise.

84
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What are the probable results of success?
.' .

. ..

The closest most schoor systems get to dealing con-',
.

85

sciously with psychological goals,are thosOlaceeon the report.

cards that are0concerned,W' "behavior" or "citizens-hip." Most -

e

schools have no time,in.which feelings Or the self are part of

' thestudenVs'lear ing. It Is probably. true that many teachers

"teach the whole child" or "integrate feelings in the classioom,V,
.

- .
,,. ,

.

butAmost of ,psychOlogical goals'are not made conscious for the..

,student and are not allotted time or esources.- When you,move

'psyChologial goals from the shadows, make them well7defined and

allot time and human, resources to themL.yow have changed hesys-
',n .. 4 .. .

. , 4
.,

' tem, school, or classroom. .0-
/

.
. . .

Each student is a-411asstof changing perceptions of
. - . .. .

- . , , ,
.

reality, of changing feelirikC 'and Of changing' reactions to those.

.

feelings, These feelit1 are at least as.importpt in his develop:-
.

y
3, - ,i,

., .

ment*ase his physikal growtA and bi:s'intellectual structures, and
: ..''.. . , , 4 .. $ .

4 % . ...

cannot be'separefed.-from'tpem. nThe'student!s feelings about him-
t'

self, his peers'; his.teancherso ' his life' in and out of 'school
. - .:.. ''.

.

'

are inextricably wound '0/11-14fii; laihrinth.of learnAng. When fil. se.
,

.. ..
4. 4.4 '

9 .. . .

./

feelings are openj.y
re.

dognized mIti a&epted in the ,classroom, the
.1' - r. ,

student-can then proceedwith 'fllearning." ;,Until the student
.

learns control over his emotions, hq has h.g options to draW-on

J

°the'' than' emotional responseswhich are freq ntly inapprcepriate
--

.

to_the situation. Once conXrol is a viable opt n.,foi. the student,

---:
4

tYWn thee door of self-learning istdpeh to-help hii learn about his
, Y

enlotionsl when they' occur, and what other'behaViral responses are

available: The student can become emotionally literate. Dick
%

92.
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Jones says PA child cannot, of course, learn to share and use

what he has not learned to control.' Beybnd the matter of control,

Owever. ,
the teacher has the option of instructing the child or

A 0 '...

%

Z . " 4%.,..4

leaving him to his own devices.'"H5 .

.
,

Increased positive self-concept, a primary goal of

movt-psychological curricula, is directly related to recognition

and accqptanCe of feelings. All indications are that there is a

.'
directicoirelatiion between positiye se -concept. and positive

performance in school. As a student s self-concept increases,

his expeCtations for himself incre se. Increasedself-concept
f

is just -one way in which psychological curricula can create change

in students.and their claArooms.

As.the studept explores himself and his :feelings within\

the context of a psychological curriculum, he will probably'try

out.a variety of new processes.

,scribed include role playing

t`ifons

Of force field ana,ls(s. .The student nbw ,has a wider ran6-

of problem solving tecnnicfb o*draw pn. Additionally, he has

probably found'new, success! 1 parts of himself to draw on. The,

combination of ipereased'self-concept, a wide'r* ,range of problem

solving tichniques, a,greater knowledge of one's own power's and

.abilities, and a feeling of connectedness among students can lead

r example, the curricula de-

simulations, brainstorming, yaria-

to increased learning in other areas. ,

,,:i:

':1 psychologia.1 curricula described have implications
, . ,,

beyond student self-knowledge and performance if used over a
.

s 5Richard M. Jones, Fantasy Feeling in Edutaiion

New York: Harper Colophon Books, 1968', 26.,

-93
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sustained time period, by teachers with commitment to the goals,

'in a system which_s4pports_and encourages the use of these,

curricula. The teacher's"role will chafge, at least Jor that

. time in the class allotted to the psychological curriculum.

The student, not the teacher, will be the source.of information;

and experience.' Rather than studying "Children of Faraway Lands"

,or "human aggression," students are studying themelves. There-
.,

fore; the degree of student involvement and intensity ,is likely

to be high. It is impossible for us to state what changes psycha

logical curricula will mean in any one classroom. These curricula

do include'group work, verbal communication among students, and

activities involving phyLcal movement', but most teachers' styles

regarding strui,ture, noise, and movement usually can be accommo-

dated. The teacher's listening to and aeceptance of each student

is, however, A necessary part of using each psychological curric-
.

ulum.
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What teacher skills are most conducive to successful use?
R

The successful use of any psychological curriculum is

directly tied to the teacher's behavibr with students. Most of

us in the process of growing up and coping with odr lives hi&Ce

built defenses and barriers that shield and prgtect us from hurt

in our relationships With others. Then as teachers, helping

' others to learn, ;we find that these same barriers and defenses

cut us off from oth s and we are unable to relate to students

in ways that enc rage learning. One'of these "ways" is how you

respond to students.

Pretend Elsi says to you:

'Rik °I can't do t s dumb math. Every paper of mine you
pass back is failing. Why' Should I bother to do it ?"

What would you say? A natural response by any teacher

trying to do five things at once_would be:

"Just keep trying. Do pages 94 and ,95 tonight."

Such response will do very little except reinforce

the student's \feeling of failure and convince her that you were

not listening and don't care about her.

-The Content in Elsie's commentis her knowledge that

she is failing Tath: The. feelings she is expressing are discburage-

ment, failure, inadequacy, and frustration. The teacher must.at\..,_

least let Elsie know she vas heard.

"Sounds like you're pretty discouraged, Elsie, and
lt about ready to give up."

Such a response keeps the conversation open so that

Elsie can continue'to talk with you and perhaps -move forward to

95' - 4-

0
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the point where eventual assistance in math might be received by

Elsie.

Acquiring new skills in perceiving and responding is

necessary for most of us because we no longer are able to talk

with others in ways that encourage or help others. Additional

skills are needed in the area of question asking. Most of ut

4t

have mastered the range of questions for the cognitive domain.

Content questions for which there is a right-wrbng answer are

relatively easy to develop as are questions'that ask students to

group, sequence, categorize or compare. But what happens in the

affective domain when the content is YOU, a person, and no one

right answer exists? The teacher,needs open ended questions or

statements that paraphrase, reflect, and clarify feelings and
,

that allow the students to articulate further their concerns for
..., . .

their own self-understanding.

Janice comes to yolland quietly Whispdrs, "1 think C'm

pregnant."
1'

What would .you kW, To ask "Who is. the. father ?" or

,

"When is it due?" or to state, "Schedule an appointment with the

counselor,",is absurd. Your feelings about this situation should
ea.

have no bearing oh your response. Janice trusted you enough,to

disclose a worry. You now need skills to help Janice clarify

her own feelings,, look at alternatives, and make, decisions.' Some

teachers say this is nottheir job. Does it matter? What's

A

important is that'Janice Voiced her worry to sonfeone. She wants

help from someone. That.someone is ybu,*.beeau.se;she. trusted you,

s
0.
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ARPENDIX B
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ti

r-

Case of the Missing Kickball

OBJECTIVE:, St;koents will be able to discuss their own group
b..vior.

ACTIVITY. ,Divide clAss into two groups.
.

Distribute clues to eoup A and have solve probl

Have person, in group B make a last of behaviors
tae: see occurring an group A

After my1tery is solved discus_and,:categorize the

lists of group 'B in elpfulihindering.behaviors.

Have students select and record a beha/fiar frund

each category that they think describes' their,
not al class behavior.

ASSESSMENT: During normal clas activities teachers could play
bfreeze" and have students quickly tell their
ehavior.
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